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Abstract: The recognition of an abnormal activity of the brain functionality is a vital issue. To determine the
type of the abnormal activity either a brain image or brain signal are usually considered. Imaging localizes the
defect within the brain area and relates this area with some body functionalities. However, some functions may
be disturbed without affecting the brain. In this case, imaging may not provide the symptoms of the problem.
A cheaper yet efficient approach that can be utilized to detect abnormal activity is the measurement and
analysis of the electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. The main goal of this work is to come up with a new,
simple, fast and reliable method to facilitate the classification of the abnormal and disorder activities within the
brain directly using EEG signal processing, which makes it possible to be applied in an on-line monitoring
system.  The  new  method proposed uses phase space reconstruction approach which depends on
transforming the signal into another domain to easily extract significant features that allows proper
classification. The obtained results show the efficiency simplicity and reliability of proposed method.
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INTRODUCTION Filtering: the signal is filtered using a suitable filter to

The electroencephalogram (EEG) signals have long
been recorded and studied as potentially of the electric Averaging:  The brain  response  of  a  single  event (i.e.
activity of the brain. It has stood the test of time because the signal  after  the  presentation  of  a single stimulus)
it monitors physiological functions as these changes with is  usually too weak to be detectable. The technique
time and is reactive to many factors. In this research EEG usually employed to cope with this problem is to average
signal is analyzed in to detect the epilepsy. over many similar trials. The brain response following a

Pre-Processing   of   EEG   Signal:   The   electrical same or at least very similar from trial to trial. That means
activity of active nerve cells in the brain produces the assumption is made that the brain response does not
currents  spreading  through  the  head.  These  currents considerably change its timing or spatial distribution
also reach the scalp surface and resulting voltage during the experiment. The data are therefore divided in
differences on the scalp can be recorded as the time segments (or "bins") of a fixed length (e.g. one
electroencephalogram  (EEG). EEG reflect brain electrical second) where the time point zero is defined as the onset
activity with millisecond temporal resolution and are the of the stimulus, for example. These time segments can
most direct correlate of on-line brain processing then be averaged together, either across all stimuli present
obtainable non-invasively. in the study, or for sub-groups of stimuli that shall be

The signal is pre-prospecting in the following steps compared to each other. Doing so, any random
before display on the monitor. fluctuations will cancel each other out, since they might

Sampling: in which recordings are taken contrast, any brain response time-locked to the
simultaneously at all recording sites at different time presentation of the stimulus will add up constructively
points. and finally be visible in the average.

denoise the signal and get the needed band.

certain stimulus in a certain task is assumed to be the

be positive in one segment, but negative in another. In
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Fig. 1: The topography of the brain and electrode
locations

Fig. 2: Spectral components of EEG

Baseline Correction: During the recording, EEG signals
are undergoing slow shifts over time, such that the zero
level might differ considerably across channels, though
the smaller and faster signal fluctuation are similar. These
signal shifts can be due to brain activity, but can also be
caused by sweating (in the case of EEG), muscle tension,
or other noise sources. It would therefore be desirable to
have a time range where one can reasonably assume that
the brain is not producing any stimulus related activity
and that any shift from the zero line is likely due to noise.
The average curve can be plotted for each electrode or
sensor  location separately. channels are plotted
according to their relative position on thee head. Capital
letters in the channel labels indicate the area of the scalp
(F: Frontal, P: Parietal, T: Temporal, O: Occipital). Odd
numbers label the left, even numbers label the right
hemisphere, z indicates the central line. Figure 1shows the
topography of the brain and the location of electrodes on
different area of it [1].

EEG Spectral Components: The (EEG) signal
contains–among others-four main spectral components.
The most important one is the á wave, having the
frequency between 8-12 Hz. Higher frequency
components (over 12 Hz ) are denoted by â, these waves
have lower magnitudes. Lower frequency components ä
(under 4 Hz) and è(between 4-8 Hz) are also present, both
having low magnitudes in normal cases. These
components are shown in Figure 2 [2].

Epilepsy and Seizures: The clinical interests in (EEG) are;
for example, sleep pattern analysis, cognitive tasks
registration, seizure and epilepsy detection and other
states of the brain, both normal and patho-physiological.

Epilepsy: Is the second most prevalent neurological
disorder in humans after stroke. It is characterized by
recurring seizures in which abnormal electrical activity in
the brain causes altered perception or behavior.

Well-known causes of epilepsy may include: genetic
disorders, traumatic brain injury, metabolic disturbances,
alcohol or drug abuse, brain tumor, stroke, infection and
cortical malformations (dysplasia).

A seizure: Is a disturbance characterized by changes in
neuronal electrochemical activity that results in abnormal
synchronous discharges in a large cell population, giving
rise to clinical symptoms and signs.

Taxonomy of seizures based upon classifications
from the International League against Epilepsy (1985) are
1. Tonic-Clonic (Grand Mal) 2. Absence (Pettit Mal) 3.
Myclonic 4. Tonic 5. Atonic.

In addition to the characteristic electrographic bursts
of abnormal activity that are recorded when epileptic
patients experience a seizure (ictal episode), the
electroencephalogram (EEG) of epileptics will normally
display isolated sharp transients or "spikes" in some
locations of the brain. These interictal spikes are a
complementary source of information in the diagnosis and
localization of epilepsy.

In particular, when a prospective candidate for
seizure surgery is studied with long-term video/EEG
monitoring, both the ictal (electrographic seizures) and
interictal (spikes) manifestations of epilepsy are
scrutinized to determine the nature and, in some cases, the
localization of a focus of epilepsy. It is for this kind of
scenario that an automatic or semiautomatic method for
interictal spike detection has been thought for several
decades [3].
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Phase Space Reconstruction: The phase space is a
reconstruction procedure that starts from raw data and (2.1)
builds vectors by iterations of a time delay. As an example
of detection disorder in brain using phase space is using Where N is the dimension of the time series,  is the
four time-delay iterations and four electrodes placed close time delay and d is the embedding dimension. Then the
to the epileptic focus. The analysis for this neuroelectric entire phase space is generated by:
data may be divided into three stages: first reconstruct
trajectories in a phase-space; second obtain measurement
of indices on such trajectories; and finally, seek statistical
validation of the results. A fundamental idea in non-linear
analysis is that the dynamics of a system must be studied
in a phase space; a point in this space characterizes the
state of the system at any moment of time. This chapter (2.2)
explains the basic theory of the reconstructed phase
space; the first section describes the concepts of the The trajectory matrix is formed by compiling its row
reconstructed phase space. The second section vectors from the vectors that are created by equation
introduces the mutual information function. The final 2.2.This matrix is a mathematical representation of the
section introduces the choice of embedding dimension for reconstructed phase space (RPS). In phase space
the reconstruction phase space. reconstruction, different time series fill different subset in

Reconstructed Phase Space (RPS): The reconstructed Figure 3 shows an example of abnormal EEG
phase space technique has been used to study the waveforms and its three-dimensional reconstructed phase
nonlinear dynamical behavior of a variety of time series space plot, with lag time of 4. Each signal fills different
analysis. In a time series, it is sometimes necessary to areas of the reconstructed phase space [1].
search for pattern not only in the time series, the Figure 3, Example of phase space for abnormal EEG
reconstructed phase space (RPS) is an example of higher signal a) time space representation b) phase space
dimension transformation of the time series, where the representation in 3-D.
RPS is an n dimensional space in which a signal is plotted There are many types of measures that exist for
against time-delay versions of itself. Each point in such a nonlinear systems: metric (Lyapunov exponents and
phase space is calculated as follow: dimensions)   and     natural     measure     or    distribution.

the phase space; this subset is called as attractor.

Fig. 3: Example  of  phase  space  for  abnormal EEG signal a) time space representation b) phase space representation
in 3-D
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The focus of this work is on the natural distribution and
the use of it as features for EEG arrhythmias classification. (2.5)

To   reconstruct   the   phase   space   the   time  lag
and the dimension should be determined, the The  mutual  information   function   applied   on a
determination of these parameter affects the classification time series is similar to the autocorrelation function in
method, so they can be determined to obtain the maximum which the   degree   of   dependency   is  measured.
accuracy of the classification. The time lag can be Mutual information function measures the dependency
determined by using the first minimum of the automutual even the time series is nonlinear or chaotic. The
information function method, the first zero crossing of the advantages of autocorrelation are that it can be calculated
autocorrelation [2], or empirically such as to obtain quickly and it does a good job of describing a linear
maximum classification accuracy. The dimension can be system. The disadvantage is that the autocorrelation
selected using the false nearest neighbors, Cao’s method function always assumes that the underlying process is
[3], or by an empirical method to obtain maximum linear and calculates a value for dependency; if the
accuracy. underlying process is not linear, the value would be

Mutual Information: The choice of the lag time will affect
the distribution of the attractor in the reconstructed phase Embedding Dimension: The dimension of the embedding
space. For a nonlinear periodic time series, a first minimum reconstructed phase space should be determined, where
of the automatual information function can be used to the embedding dimension of the embedding space is
determine the optimal time delay for embedding the signal equivalent to the number of columns in the trajectory
in the phase space reconstruction. Mutual information matrix that represent the space. There are many methods
function provides a measure for dependency within and to determine the embedding dimension of the
between time series. In other words, when taking a reconstructed phase space, there is no general agreement
sequence of time series measurements over a specified regarding the best methods. Some of these methods are
period of time, the uncertainty in the prediction of the next box-counting dimension, false nearest neighbors, Cao's
measurement can be estimated [1]. Let us consider two method [9] or empirically.
time series X and Y, the uncertainty I (x , y ) which isXY i j

called the mutual information about measurements x Data: The datasets used in this research are selected fromi

given y  is expressed by: the Epilepsy center in Bonn, Germany by Ralph Andrzejakj

Five data sets containing quasi-stationary, artifact,
(2.3) e.g., due to muscle activity or eye movements, free EEG

Where P (x ) is the probability of observing x  in X time contains 100 single channel EEG segments of 23.6-secX i i

series, P (y ) is the probability of observing y  in Y time duration. These segments were selected and cut out fromY j j

series and P (x , y ) is the joint probability of observing x continuous multichannel EEG recordings. Set A consistedXY i i i

and y in the two time series. The average mutual of segments taken from surface EEG recordings that werej

information of the two time series is the mean of mutual obtained from five healthy volunteers using a
information over all of the measurements in the two series, standardized electrode placement. Volunteers were relaxed
which is given by: in an awake state with eyes open. Set E only contained

same 128-channel amplifier system, using an average
(2.4) common reference (omitting electrodes containing

Now, consider one time series X with period of T and After 12 bit analog-to-digital conversion, the data were
then the average mutual information of that series can be written continuously onto the disk of a data acquisition
calculated as discussed above. Mathematically, the computer system at a sampling rate of f  = 173.61 Hz. [2].
average automutual about a measurement x  given a In all techniques 20 normal and abnormal single channelt+

measurement x  at time t over all the time t is given by: EEG segments are selected.t

incorrect.

[Ref1].

signals both in normal subjects and epileptic patients.
Two sets denoted A, E are used in this work. Each set

seizure activity. All EEG signals were recorded with the

pathological activity) E or strong eye movement artifacts.

s
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Fig. 4: Phase space plot of normal signal Fig. 5: Phase space plot of abnormal signal

Table 1: the data distributions according to box a
Signal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Normal P(N) 96.56 74.13 92.52 93.18 92.72 89.67 92.82 99.22 99.66 93.01
Abnormal P(AN) 2.39 2.32 7.89 20.06 4.06 34.98 18 6.43 3.69 8.01

Table 2: The accuracy of phase space technique
Signal total Normal Abnormal Accuracy
Normal 10 10 0 100%
Abnormal 10 1 9 90%

Reconstruction    Phase    Space    Technique   (RPS): technique is found to be 90% for abnormal signals and
The reconstruction phase space RPS is used to represent
each normal and abnormal signal directly, after that a box
a is selected as described above. The embedding
dimension used in this technique is chosen empirically as
2 and the optimal time delay is calculated using the first
minimum of the automutual information for each time
series that was found to be have a lag time of 4. Figures 4
and 5 are examples of normal and abnormal phase space.
As it can be noticed from these figures; the points of
phase space of normal signal are concentrated around
zero in the dense from abnormal signal points don’t share
this property due to the reasons discussed in previous
section.

The results for the percentage points bounded by
box a are shown in table 1,

As seen from table 1, the ranges of P(N) is 74.13-
99.66% and for P(AN) is 2.32-34.98%. If a threshold value
of 50% is chosen that represents the percentage of points
bounded by the selected box a, then the classification
algorithm rule for this technique can be:

If P (.) > 50% the signal is classified as normal rhythm.

The technique is tested using 10 normal and 10
abnormal  signals.  The   classification   accuracy   for  this

100% for normal ones as shown in table 2,

CONCLUSIONS

The phase space representation of the normal and
abnormal EEG signals taken from the third technique is
shown in table 5.4. It is obvious that the points of the
normal signals are clustered around the center of the plot,
while the points representing the abnormal signal usually
have less density within that box and showed scattered
pattern away from the box limits due to their randomly
distribution in their original time series and higher
amplitudes. Abnormal signals have spikes caused by
epileptic seizures, these spikes have high amplitudes and
low frequencies without frequent localization and hence
they are randomly distributed far away from the center of
the plot. In this technique the frequency bands that have
seizures can’t be determined but epileptic seizures can be
detected. In this technique the overall accuracy is 90%.
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